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Abstract

In recent years, there has been a growing in-
terest in utilizing external knowledge to re-
duce hallucinations in large language models
(LLMs) and provide them with updated infor-
mation. Despite this improvement, a major
challenge lies in the lack of explicit citations,
which hampers the ability to verify the infor-
mation generated by these models. This paper
focuses on providing models with citation ca-
pabilities efficiently. By constructing a dataset
of citations, we train two model architectures:
an FID-style FLAN-T5 model for efficient an-
swer composition and a 13B LLaMA model
known for its success in instruction following
after tuning. Evaluation on fluency, correct-
ness, and citation quality is conducted through
human assessment and the newly introduced
Automatic LLMs’ Citation Evaluation (ALCE)
benchmark. Results demonstrate significant
improvements in answer quality and efficiency,
surpassing the performance of the popular Chat-
GPT on some of the metrics. The models
exhibit exceptional out-of-domain generaliza-
tion in both human and automatic evaluation.
Notably, the FID-style FLAN-T5 model with
only 3B parameters performs impressively com-
pared to the 13B LLaMA model.

The growing popularity of LLMs in information-
seeking tasks is undeniable, thanks to their abil-
ity to generate fluent, realistic responses. How-
ever, there is a growing concern regarding the in-
formation accuracy of these responses, and the
ability to verify them. Moreover, information is
a temporal, ever-changing concept and therefore a
model’s internal knowledge can quickly become
outdated. One possible way to address these con-
cerns, which has gathered a heightened interest, is
retrieval-based LLMs, which incorporate external
knowledge during both the training and inference
stages. However, factual verification of model re-
sponses still remains a challenge.

∗Equal Contribution

An effective approach to facilitate factual veri-
fication involves equipping LLMs with the ability
to cite external information. Several commercial
systems, including Bing Chat1, you.com2, and per-
plexity3, have already implemented this approach
by leveraging web-based queries to find relevant
information, and utilize it to answer specific ques-
tions with the relevant citations. However, details
of these models are not publicly available.

Some recent works (Nakano et al., 2021; Menick
et al., 2022) have attempted to enable LLMs to cite
the provided contexts in their response. However,
these works fine-tune models which consist of hun-
dreds of billions of parameters (175 billion and
280 billion respectively) and support a range of
functions. In contrast, our objective is to develop
an efficient answer composition module that can
provide informative answers with correct citations,
independent of the passage retrieval module.

Recently, Gao et al. (2023) employed in-context
learning (ICL), using instructions and demonstra-
tions to facilitate the models’ ability to cite relevant
context. They applied this approach to various
LLMs, including LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023),
Vicuna (instruction-tuned models) (Chiang et al.,
2023), and ChatGPT (a closed-source model) (Ope-
nAI, 2022). While ChatGPT is able to provide
relatively high-quality answers with relevant cita-
tions, for models like LLaMA 13B and Vicuna
providing demonstrations alone proved insufficient.
Moreover, the use of long demonstrations in ICL
increases the prompt length by thousands of tokens,
thereby making inference extremely inefficient.

Other studies (Taori et al., 2023; Dettmers et al.,
2023; Peng et al., 2023) have demonstrated the
effectiveness of fine-tuning LLaMA 13B models
using a relatively small training dataset and lim-
ited computational resources. This approach has

1https://www.bing.com/new?scdexwlcs=1
2https://you.com/
3https://perplexity.ai/
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Figure 1: Our data collection and training pipeline for our FIDCiter and LLaMACiter

proven to enhance the models’ ability in instruc-
tion following and conversation. It can be argued
that such capabilities were inherently present in the
pretrained models and were unlocked through the
fine-tuning process. Building upon this concept,
we focus on leveraging a small dataset compris-
ing citations, in the domain of question-answering
(QA) to fine-tune LLMs. Specifically, our work
makes the following contributions:

• We construct a citation dataset for supervised
learning building upon MS MARCO (Nguyen
et al., 2016), an open-book QA dataset, by
prompting ChatGPT to incorporate citations
within the gold responses

• We train an efficient 3 Billion parame-
ter model based on the Flan-T5 (Chung
et al., 2022) model with a Fusion-in-Decoder
(FID) (Izacard and Grave, 2020), named FID-
Citer, and 13B LLaMA model, named LLa-
MACiter, on this dataset and demonstrate
strong performance against ChatGPT and
other baselines on both in-domain and out-
domain datasets using both human and auto-
matic evaluation.

1 Related work

WebGPT (Nakano et al., 2021), is trained on hu-
mans demonstrations on how to use the web en-
vironment by issuing commands and answering
questions. These demonstrations are used to fine-
tune a pretrained GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) model.
Subsequently, a reward model is employed for rein-
forcement learning with human feedback (RLHF),
which further improves the model’s performance.

In contrast, GopherCite (Menick et al., 2022) fo-
cuses on reading comprehension by utilizing a large
context that includes thousands of tokens from
multiple pages. GopherCite also utilizes RLHF
to fine-tune the model based on human preferences.

Both approaches highlight the significance of larger
model sizes, with WebGPT using a 175 billion pa-
rameter model and GopherCite employing a 280
billion parameter model.

Attributed question answering (Bohnet et al.,
2022) involves answering a question while simulta-
neously providing a reference to a brief segment of
text that supports the answer. Unlike our proposed
methods where the link to the reference accompa-
nies the answer directly, in this approach, the model
generates the answer along with the reference link
as an attribute.

2 Training

2.1 Data construction

The Microsoft Machine Reading Comprehension
(MS MARCO) dataset is a comprehensive collec-
tion of data designed for machine reading com-
prehension, question answering, and passage rank-
ing(Nguyen et al., 2016). The dataset consists of
about 1M instances of web search queries accompa-
nied by human-generated correct answers, as well
as sets of positive and negative passages, sourced
from the Bing search engine. The provided answers
do not have references to the associated passages,
and a significant number of samples contain only
one positive passage. we use 18K samples from the
MS MARCO dataset, where they have at least two
relevant contexts. Therefore, each sample contains
a query, relevant and irrelevant contexts , as well
as the gold answer without citation. We leverage
a large language model to generate answers that
cite the factual information from relevant contexts.
To achieve this, for each sample, we provide the
LLM with a query, a list of relevant contexts (be-
tween 2-5), and a gold answer. We then prompt
the model to use the gold answer and the provided
relevant context to generate a new answer that in-
cludes citations in IEEE format. Finally, we add
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Table 1: Evaluation of human performance on MS MARCO, MIRACL, ELI5, and ASQA datasets. For MS MARCO
and MIRACL, 50 randomly chosen samples are assessed, while 100 randomly selected samples are evaluated
for ELI5 and ASQA datasets. Each sample comprises five passages. Criteria evaluated include Fluency (FL),
Informativeness (INF), and Citation Quality (CQ).

Model Prompt Length MS MARCO MIRACL ELI5 ASQA
(words) FL INF CQ FL INF CQ FL INF CQ FL INF CQ

ChatGPT 1776 1 0.76 0.86 1 0.56 0.87 0.99 0.99 0.88 0.97 0.99 0.91
FIDCiter (3B) 10 (2/encoder) 1 0.97 0.89 0.99 0.86 0.76 0.99 0.95 0.81 0.86 0.94 0.78
LLaMACiter (13B) 61 0.98 0.95 0.72 0.97 0.90 0.79 0.99 1 0.81 0.89 1 0.80

irrelevant contexts to the positive contexts to make
the number of contexts equal to 5. This way each
query in training data has five contexts from which
2-5 are relevant and the rest are irrelevant. This
enforces the model to be able to ignore irrelevant
contexts (due to imperfections in IR system) and
only use the positive ones for inference. To gen-
erate the target answer, we employed Chat GPT,
prompting it to generate new answers based on
the given passages and the gold answer for each
sample while citing different parts of its answer
based on the provided passages (see appendix A.3).
Subsequently, we removed any hallucinated refer-
ences and cleaned the citation format used by Chat
GPT. The final dataset consists of approximately
18k samples.

2.2 Models

For our 3B model, we adopt an FID-style archi-
tecture (Izacard and Grave, 2020) that enables in-
dependent passage processing within the encoder
while ensuring collective aggregation throughout
the decoder. This independent processing allows
for the efficient handling of numerous contexts, as
it only requires attending to one context at a time.
As a result, our model exhibits linear growth in
computational requirements rather than a quadratic
increase in the encoder’s computation. As the back-
bone encoder-decoder model we use Flan-T5 (Wei
et al., 2021) with strong instruction following abili-
ties. We refer to this model as FIDCiter.

Furthermore, in line with the success and pop-
ularity of LLaMA for instruction following, we
also conduct fine-tuning on a 13B LLaMA model
referred to as LLaMACiter. See Appendix A.1 for
detailed hyperparameters used during training.

3 Evaluation Criteria

3.1 Human evaluation

Due to the lack of well-studied benchmarks for this
task, our main metric in this paper is human eval-

uation. For the MS Marco dataset (Nguyen et al.,
2016), we select 50 held-out samples to serve as
our test set. Additionally, to ensure diversity and
enable out-of-scope evaluation, we also perform hu-
man evaluation on a subset of randomely selected
50 samples from MIRACL dataset (Zhang et al.,
2022) and 100 samples from ELI5 (Fan et al., 2019)
and ASQA (Stelmakh et al., 2022) datasets. Dur-
ing the evaluation process, the LM receives queries
and passages along with a prompt and generates
answers while citing relevant passages.

After anonymization, the resulting queries, pas-
sages, and generated answers are provided to spe-
cialist annotators for evaluation. It is important
to note that datasets like MIRACL do not provide
gold answers. As a result to ensure reproducibil-
ity and fair comparison, we do not provide gold
answers to the annotators for any of the samples.
Three specialist annotators with over one year of
experience in data annotation were hired for the
evaluation process. They received task-specific
training to ensure consistency and reduce bias. The
annotators were compensated at an hourly rate of
25 CAD. During the evaluation, each answer was
divided into segments separated by citations, and
the metrics were calculated individually for each
segment and averaged for each sample. The follow-
ing evaluation metrics were used to assess our test
sets:

• Informativeness: The metric evaluates the
extent to which a generated answer answers
the question. For each segment, if it responds
at least partially to the query, we consider it
informative and assign a score of 1; otherwise,
it is given a score of 0.

• Fluency: The metric assesses the naturalness
and linguistic correctness of the generated seg-
ments. If the segment contains no typographi-
cal, morpho-syntactic, or lexical errors, it re-
ceives a score of 1, otherwise 0.

• Supportedness: This metric measures
whether factual claims in the generated seg-
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Table 2: Comparative Evaluation on ELI5 and ASQA using ALCE Benchmark with 1000 samples for 3 and 5
passages respectively. Numbers for ChatGPT and Vicuna models are taken from (Gao et al., 2023).

ELI5 ASQA
Passages Model Prompt Length Correctness Citation Quality Prompt Length Correctness Citation Quality

(words) (Claim) Precision Recall (words) (EM) Precision Recall

5
ChatGPT 2668 12.0 51.1 50.0 2550 40.4 72.5 73.6
FIDCiter (3B) 10 (2/encoder) 14.3 44.1 44.8 10 (2/encoder) 39.4 62.7 64.2
LLaMACiter (13B) 61 16.1 45.7 34.6 61 41.8 56.1 55.2

3
Vicuna (13B) 2668 10.0 15.6 19.6 2550 31.9 51.1 50.1
FIDCiter (3B) 6 (2/encoder) 15.1 53.0 46.0 6 (2/encoder) 40.0 61.6 60.3
LLaMACiter (13B) 61 16.8 44.6 34.8 61 41.7 60.1 60.2

ment can be supported by corresponding
quotes. If a cited quote supports the informa-
tion appearing in the segment it is considered
correct. The final score, between 0 and 1, is
calculated by dividing the number of correctly
cited passages by the total number of passages
cited in the segment. If the segment does not
cite any passage, it is scored as 0.

4 Results

Table 1 presents the results of our human evalu-
ation on 50 held-out samples from MS MARCO.
In the case of ChatGPT, the prompt was designed
by the ALCE benchmark (Gao et al., 2023) with
four demonstrations. We removed extra informa-
tion like the title of the URL from the prompt to
make it more efficient. The results demonstrate that
all models achieve almost ideal fluency. However,
when it comes to informativeness, both FIDCiter
and LLaMACiter outperform ChatGPT. Regard-
ing supportedness, our FIDCiter model provides
the best citation quality, followed by ChatGPT.
To assess the generalization of our model to new
datasets, we further evaluate its performance on
MIRACL, ELI5, and ASQA datasets, utilizing a
distinct pipeline for extracting relevant passages.
The results clearly indicate that our proposed mod-
els outperform ChatGPT in terms of informative-
ness scores. This is because our informativeness
metric is designed to penalize answers that include
unnecessary irrelevant contexts. ChatGPT in partic-
ular has a tendency to provide such chatty answers
(See Appendix A.5). As for citation quality, Chat-
GPT surpasses both FIDCiter and LLaMACiter.
Overall, we observe that the drop in both infor-
mativeness and citation quality scores when gen-
eralizing to other datasets is less pronounced for
LLaMACiter compared to FIDCiter. This demon-
strates the higher generalization power of larger
models (13B vs 3B). More importantly, our mod-

els use very short prompts compared to ChatGPT,
making them far more efficient candidates for this
task. To further evaluate the model’s performance
on out-of-domain samples, we utilize correctness,
citation precision, and citation recall metrics on
1000 randomly selected samples from the ELI5
and ASQA datasets provided by ALCE benchmark.
The results are presented in Table 2. Following
the approach of (Gao et al., 2023), we compare the
performance of FIDCiter with ChatGPT, LLaMA
13B, and Vicuna 13B models. The prompt used
for these baselines is the same as the one used
for ChatGPT, which includes four demonstrations
from the ELI5 dataset. However, due to the exten-
sive prompt length, Vicuna is limited to only three
passages. The results indicate that with three pas-
sages. The Vicuna model exhibit very low perfor-
mance in terms of correctness and citation quality.
On the other hand, our FIDCiter model demon-
strates significantly better results with a prompt
length that is 444 times shorter. Moreover FiDCiter
is computationally efficient due to the independent
processing of inputs in the encoder. When com-
paring the performance of our models with Chat-
GPT using five passages, our LLaMACiter model
achieves the highest correctness score among all
models.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, this work improves the reliability
and verifiability of question answering by address-
ing the challenge of explicit citations efficiently.
This is achieved by constructing a citation training
data and fine-tuning two models: an FID-FLAN-
T5 model optimized for answer composition and
a 13B LLaMA model. The evaluation, conducted
through human assessment and the ALCE bench-
mark, demonstrates notable improvement in answer
quality, and citation accuracy while being far more
efficient than the baselines. The presented models
surpass the popular ChatGPT and exhibit remark-
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able out-of-domain generalization, as evidenced
by both human and automatic evaluation. Particu-
larly, the 3B FID-style FLAN-T5 model, despite
its smaller size, performs exceptionally well and
competes with our 13B LLaMA model. Future
research could explore tuning models capable of
both question answering and instruction following.

6 Limitations

Our current human evaluation approach can be ex-
tended beyond direct assessment to include pair-
wise comparison, which can help reduce bias and
provide more robust evaluations. The automatic
evaluation using ALCE also has its own limitations.
The accuracy of the NLI model used for assess-
ing citation quality can impact the reliability of the
scores obtained. Additionally, the process of gen-
erating sub-claims from the gold answer, which is
used for computing correctness, can be open-ended
and subjective, introducing potential subjectivity
into the evaluation process.

In this paper, our training data is merely based
on MS MARCO dataset. To further enhance the
generalization ability of the proposed models, it
would be beneficial to construct training data by
combining samples from diverse datasets.
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A Appendix

A.1 Training details
To fine-tune the FID-FLan-T5 model, we set the
batch size to 8 and the input(per encoder)/output
sequence length to 256/1800 tokens, respectively.
We set the learning rate to 5e-5 with a linear decay
scheduler and perform warmup during training. We
train the model using Adam for 6 epochs, with a
total of 5 provided contexts used in the training
process. Training on 8 V100 GPUs took approxi-
mately 60 hours.

For fine-tune the LLaMA model, we set the
batch size to 512 and the sequence length to 1024
tokens. Learning rate was set to 3e-5 with linear
decay scheduler and performing warmup similar to
FLAN-T5. AdamW optimizer was used for model
training and the model was trained for 5 epochs.
Five contexts was provided for each sample during
the training process and the training was happened
on 8 V100 GPUs for approximately 16 hours.

A.2 Inference parameters
To infer the FID-Tlan-T5 model, we utilize the
Hugging Face library’s generate function. We em-
ploy a combination of sampling and beam search,
setting the number of beams to 5 and the top P
value to 0.95, respectively.

For the LLaMA model, we utilized the Hugging
Face library’s generate function as well. We used
beam search and the number of beams and the top
k value is set to 4 and 40 respectively.

A.3 Data collection prompt
For collecting the data samples, we passed the
queries and the passages in the MS MARCO
dataset as well as the gold answer of each sam-
ple and asked the model to generate a new answer

by considering the given gold answer and mention-
ing the passages as the references to the generated
parts of the answer. Here you can find the used
prompt:
prompt: I will give a question and several context
texts about the question as well as the gold answer
to the question. By considering the given contexts,
the gold answer regenerates an answer to the ques-
tion. Also, mention the reference of parts of your
answer based on the given contexts within brackets
[] in IEEE format. Your answer must be similar to
the given gold answer.

A.4 Automatic evaluation metric from ALCE
Benchmark

There are a few automatic evaluation methods for
attributed question answering tasks proposed in
the literature (Yue et al., 2023; Gao et al., 2023)
In this work, for the automatic evaluation we use
correctness, citation recall and precision on ELI5
and ASQA datasets from ALCE (Gao et al., 2023)
benchmark. Below is a brief description of each
metric.

• Correctness: For ELI5 dataset, InstructGPT
is used to generate three "sub-claims," and a
natural language inference (NLI) model called
TRUE is employed to check if the model out-
put entails these sub-claims. This method,
known as claim recall, proves to be a more
accurate measure of correctness compared to
existing metrics.

• Citation quality: Citation quality is assessed
using two metrics: citation recall and citation
precision. Citation recall determines if the out-
put is fully supported by the cited passages,
while citation precision identifies any irrele-
vant citations. ALCE employs the TRUE10
model, fine-tuned on NLI datasets, to automat-
ically determine if the cited passages entail
the model generation. The human evaluation
demonstrates a strong correlation with the au-
tomatic evaluation procedure. For citation
recall, each statement’s recall is calculated by
checking if there is at least one citation and if
the concatenated passages entail the statement,
using an NLI model.

A.5 Example of our human evaluation
Tables 3, 4, and 5, demonstrate an example of the
human evaluation process for a data sample from
the Miracle dataset on ChatGPT, FLAN-T5, and
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LLaMA models. The sample has a query and five
corresponding passages. The evaluators divided the
answer of each model into cited sections and eval-
uated informativeness, citation quality and logic
of each section separately. They scrutinized each
section within the cited passages to determine the
citation quality. The final score was calculated by
dividing the number of passages that accurately
cited the section by the total number of passages
referencing it. You can find the query and the list
of the passages of this sample below:

Query: What is the wavelength of visible light?
Passages: [1] The visible spectrum is the portion of
the electromagnetic spectrum that is visible to the
human eye. Electromagnetic radiation in this range
of wavelengths is called visible light or simply light.
A typical human eye will respond to wavelengths
from about 380 to 740 nanometers. In terms of
frequency, this corresponds to a band in the vicinity
of 430–770 THz.

[2] Electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength
between 380 nm and 760 nm (400–790 terahertz) is
detected by the human eye and perceived as visible
light. Other wavelengths, especially near infrared
(longer than 760 nm) and ultraviolet (shorter than
380 nm) are also sometimes referred to as light,
especially when the visibility to humans is not rel-
evant. White light is a combination of lights of
different wavelengths in the visible spectrum. Pass-
ing white light through a prism splits it up into
the several colors of light observed in the visible
spectrum between 400 nm and 780 nm.

[3] Light, or visible light, is a very narrow range
of electromagnetic radiation of a wavelength that
is visible to the human eye, or 380–750 nm which
equates to a frequency range of 790 to 400 THz
respectively. More broadly, physicists use the term
"light" to mean electromagnetic radiation of all
wavelengths, whether visible or not.

[4] Light is electromagnetic radiation within a
certain portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The word usually refers to visible light, which is
the visible spectrum that is visible to the human eye
and is responsible for the sense of sight. Visible
light is usually defined as having wavelengths in
the range of 400–700 nanometres (nm), or 4.00 ×
10 to 7.00 × 10 m, between the infrared (with longer
wavelengths) and the ultraviolet (with shorter wave-
lengths). This wavelength means a frequency range
of roughly 430–750 terahertz (THz). The main
source of light on Earth is the Sun. Sunlight pro-

vides the energy that green plants use to create sug-
ars mostly in the form of starches, which release
energy into the living things that digest them. This
process of photosynthesis provides virtually all the
energy used by living things. Historically, another
important source of light for humans has been fire,
from ancient campfires to modern kerosene lamps.
With the development of electric lights and power
systems, electric lighting has effectively replaced
firelight. Some species of animals generate their
own light, a process called bioluminescence. For
example, fireflies use light to locate mates, and
vampire squids use it to hide themselves from prey.

[5] Blue Light is a range of the visible light
spectrum, defined as having a wavelength between
400495 nm. This short wavelength means that blue
light is a type of high-energy visible light, defined
as having a wavelength between 400 and 450 nm.
Violet, indigo, and some blue-green light are other
types of high-energy visible light.
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Segments Informativeness Fluency Citation quality
The wavelength of visible light ranges from about
380 to 740 nanometers, with frequencies in the vicin-
ity of 430-770 THz[1][2][4].

1 1 1

This electromagnetic radiation is the only range that
our human eyes can detect[1][3].

0 1 0.5

Specifically, light is defined as electromagnetic radi-
ation within the wavelength range of around 400 to
700 nanometers or frequency range of roughly 430-
750 THz[4].

1 1 1

Table 3: ChatGPT output of the sample example. The answer to the given query is broken into 3 pieces

Segments Informativeness Fluency Citation quality
The wavelength of visible light is between 380 nm
and 760 nm.[2][4]

1 1 0.5

Table 4: FLAN-T5 output of the sample example. The answer to the given query is broken into 1 section

Segments Informativeness Fluency Citation quality
The wavelength of visible light is between 380 nm
and 760 nm or 400–790 THz.[2][1]

1 1 0.5

Table 5: LLaMA output of the sample example. The answer to the given query is broken into 1 section
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